Review of Taranis X9D transmitter, X8R receiver, OpenTx and Companion
OpenTx is the Open Source version of radio control software. It is a programming language for
setting up transmitters that is not connected with any one supplier. The most popular hardware
seems to be that produced by the Chinese company FrSky ('free-sky') though others are available,
for example Turnigy and FlySky. You can even build your own transmitter using an Arduino Mega
board. FrSky makes several transmitters and receivers but for Europe the most popular seems to be
the Taranis X9D plus transmitter and X8R receiver. Both are surprisingly cheap (£150 and £25.50)
and seem good for robustness and performance. I got mine from RCLife (http://rclife.co.uk), a
small company that is very helpful and replies to emails. Whats more you get a free 2Ah
rechargeable battery and charger for the transmitter, which the makers say should give seven hours
of run time. A strong zipped case for the Tx and charger is £9.
The trigger for trying FrSky was the desire for proportional flaps on my Bixler. A fellow club
member told me that he was pleased with his FrSky kit so I decided to try it.
The X8R has eight channels but can be expanded to sixteen by attaching another X8R or by using
the socket for the S.Bus serial networking system. It has a socket for telemetry and includes
Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) as standard. There are several telemetry devices
available including battery voltage (£12.24), current (£13.50), air speed (£37.50), GPS for height,
speed and position (£25.50), an RPM and twin temperature sensor (£14.50) and a variometer
(£18.30) for the glider enthusiasts (rclife prices).
The X9D is usually programmed using the transmitter screen, but you can also do it with free
'Companion' software on a computer running Linux, Windows or Mac OS. The setup is uploaded to
the transmitter using USB, and can be simulated on the computer before uploading. You download
Companion from www.open-tx.org/. Transmitter setups can be backed up to a computer. You
custom design the telemetry screens for each model. They are accessed with a single button press.
Standard JR-style modules can be inserted into the rear of the Tx to replace the internal one if you
want.
It will buddy with other makes of transmitter through a standard mono 3.5 mm jack lead, though
obviously I don't have a complete list. It works fine with my Spektrum DX6 and DX4. Oddly the
momentary switch H used for handover is on the right side of the Tx. A bit awkward for mode 2
flyers. You could use a different switch but it would be a toggle. You can assign sounds to the
switch movements and can mix instructor and trainer stick movements on slave position though I
can't really see why you would want to.
OpenTx takes a short while to learn. Sticks, switches, rotary controls and sliders are all called
'inputs'. Servos and other controllable devices are all called 'outputs'. The connection between them
is called a 'mix'. Mixes are more flexible than the usual ones on cheaper transmitters and are
viewable as lines of code. Expo curves are easily set up. It is quick and easy to input a standard
four- or five-channel system but the software is so powerful it warrants serious study. You can for
example record your own voice messages to replace the rather strangled american woman's voice.
Binding is extremely quick. You set the Tx to 'Bind' (six button presses), hold down a recessed
button on the Rx and connect Rx power. This is a bit clumsy for people powering the Rx with an
ESC so I made up a push-button lead that switches the power on. The switch is in the red lead
(picture on next page). Alternatively you could use a weight to hold down the Rx button. The
custom failsafe allows all controls to be set. The settings are automatically sent to the Rx during
binding.
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Range check is slightly different from usual. You set the Tx to 'Range' (seven button presses). This
produces a gentle beeping sound and brings up a telemetry screen with the RSSI Rx reading
displayed for the 30 times lower (-14.8 dB) Tx power output. As you walk away from the model
you see the number fall from a possible maximum of 100. The warning level is 45 by default but
can be changed and of course you still have sight of the control surfaces in the usual way. I got to
about 100 m before the RSSI showed 45.
As with most Open Source stuff the documentation is the least good part. The manual is very terse,
but setup should not be a problem to anyone used to other makes of Tx. There is an OpenTx
website, and forums will normally answer any questions you might have. If you go back a page
there is a link to download my Taranis manual, which should answer most of your queries. The big
upside is that the software is constantly under review and improvement by a team of programmers.
Radio Control Models and Electronics magazine ran a series of articles on OpenTx and Taranis that
started with the April 2016 edition.
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